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In recent years, information has frequently been leaked from corporations and local
governments. One factor cited for this problem is that the monitoring and prevention
of such leaks do not extend as far as the endpoint PCs. Accordingly, corporations and
local governments are now looking at measures such as IT asset management,
restrictions on user operations, and the management of audit trails at endpoint PCs.
Fujitsu’s Systemwalker Desktop products suite enables endpoint PCs to be
managed according to directives issued by operations managers. This paper describes
various development initiatives for this suite.

1. Introduction
In recent years, information has been
frequently leaked from corporations and local
governments. Leaks of personal information can
result in large compensation payments and loss
of social credibility for corporations and local
governments. Therefore, the implementation of
measures to prevent information leaks has become
a concern for corporate management.
Personal information is leaked because it has
a monetary value and there is widespread use of
inexpensive, light, and portable media such as
USB flash memory. Information can be easily
obtained from endpoint PCs, and there is a high
risk of information being taken offsite, stolen, or
lost. The fact that the monitoring and prevention
of information leaks do not extend to endpoint PCs
is also cited as a reason for these incidents. In
many cases, in-house personnel are responsible
for these leaks.
Consequently, the extension of such monitoring and prevention to endpoint PCs is becoming a
necessity for corporations and local governments.
This paper introduces the Systemwalker
Desktop products suite.1)-3) Section 2 introduces
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the Systemwalker Desktop products. Section 3
examines information leaks and how to prevent
them. Section 4 describes measures for preventing information leaks by using the Systemwalker
Desktop products suite, and Section 5 presents
our conclusion.

2. Systemwalker Desktop
products
We believe that information leaks should be
prevented in four steps. First, it is very impor
tant to carefully manage IT assets. In order to do
so, operations managers must know the number
of endpoint PCs, the update status of security
patches, and the virus definitions of anti-virus
software. In this paper, “operations managers”
refers to those who manage the information
systems of corporations or local governments.
These persons must ensure that up-to-date
security patches are applied to all endpoint PCs.
Fujitsu’s Systemwalker Desktop Patrol4) provides
functions for these tasks.
Second, it is necessary to prepare for cases
of personal information being leaked outside
(e.g., through theft by outsiders and access to
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information by outsiders using lost or stolen note
book PCs or USB flash memories). Therefore, it
is necessary to encrypt data. Systemwalker Desk
top Encryption provides functions for such tasks.
Third, information leaks due to operational
errors or inappropriate acts by in-house person
nel must be prevented. To do this, it is necessary
to collect user operation logs at endpoint PCs so
that operations managers can obtain evidence
about specific incidents. The collection of these
logs will also have a psychological deterrent
effect on the users of endpoint PCs. Systemwalk
er Desktop Keeper5) provides functions for these
tasks.
Fourth, advanced and detailed prevention
measures such as placing restrictions on user
operations, preventing unauthorized access, and
controlling user access by file units must be
taken. Systemwalker Desktop Keeper, Systemwalker Desktop Inspection, and Systemwalker
Desktop Rights Master provide functions for these
tasks.
This paper introduces the mechanism of
Systemwalker Desktop Patrol for applying secu
rity patches and the mechanism of Systemwalker
Desktop Keeper for restricting user operations and
managing audit trails.

(e.g., a hard disk, floppy disk, CD, DVD, or USB
flash memory), print out files, and take the
documents offsite. In such an environment,
important information may be taken offsite and
media containing vital information may be lost
without the knowledge of the operations
managers, who therefore cannot prevent leaks of
information at the endpoint PCs. An analysis of
incidents occurring in 2005 conducted by the NPO
Japan Network Security Association showed that
about 42% of the incidents involved loss or
misplacement, about 17% involved operational

3. Preventing information leaks

4. Measures for preventing
information leaks

In recent years, the number of endpoint PCs
in many corporations and local governments has
increased to 10s of thousands. As a result, the
operations managers responsible for these PCs
cannot grasp the update status of their security
patches and the virus definitions of their anti-virus
software. In operating environments, security
patches are often not applied to endpoint PCs. An
investigation of the environment of one of our
customers revealed that up-to-date security
patches had not been applied to about 66% of the
endpoint PCs.
At endpoint PCs, users can easily install soft
ware that may cause information leaks and may
copy confidential files to external storage media
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J., 43,2,(April 2007)

and administrative errors, and about 7% involved
inappropriate acts by in-house personnel. There
fore, in-house personnel were responsible for as
much as 66% of all incidents reported.6)
We found there are two main issues to be
addressed regarding this situation. First, relying
on the ethics of endpoint PC users cannot effec
tively prevent information leaks.
Second,
operations managers are unable to ascertain the
effects of preventive measures because they
cannot assess and understand the situation
regarding endpoint PCs, even if the measures have
been taken. Therefore, they cannot analyze the
risks of information leaks or plan effective
measures.

For the first issue, we consider it necessary
to take measures without operations being
performed by endpoint PC users, for example,
providing functions to prevent the copying of
business files to external storage media and
automatically applying security patches. By
using these functions, operations managers can
take measures based on operation policies to
resolve this issue.
For the second issue, we must develop a
method of ascertaining the effects of measures
that have been taken. For example, the status of
applied security patches and the operation logs
at endpoint PCs must be collected and sent to the
179
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management server for subsequent analysis.
To provide a solution for preventing informa
tion leaks, we have developed Systemwalker
Desktop products with the following functions:
1) IT asset management for understanding the
security situation
This function enables operations managers
to manage the IT assets — especially installed
software — of thousands of endpoint PCs. This is
very important because IT assets are a major
cause of information leaks.
With this function, the operations managers
can automatically apply security patches to
endpoint PCs and analyze the results of a patch
application from the management console.
2) Restrictions on user operations and manage
ment of audit trails
The operations managers can restrict user
operations such as the printing of files and copy
ing of files to external storage media and also
collect operation logs at endpoint PCs so they can
manage audit trails. Restriction and logging of

Management console
(operations manager)

user operations at endpoint PCs are based on
operation policies defined by the operations
managers. Operation logs are collected and sent
to the management server so the operations
managers can use them to understand and
improve the security situation.

4.1 Automatic application of security
patches
Systemwalker Desktop Patrol provides a
function for the automatic application of security
patches. Figure 1 shows the mechanism of this
function. To manage more than 1000 PCs, relay
servers are usually employed to balance the load.
The processing flow is as follows:
1) Definition of operation policies by the opera
tions managers
The operations managers define the types of
information (e.g., hardware information, operat
ing system information, software information) to
be collected at endpoint PCs for IT asset manage
ment and the collection frequency (e.g., daily or

3) Extraction of security patches

Information on
security patches

Internet
1) Definition of operation policies
5) Inspection of security patch status

Management server

Relay server

Fujitsu Support Center

Security patches

Microsoft’s public site

2) Collection of IT
asset information

4) Applying
security
patches

Managed clients (endpoint PCs )

Figure 1
Mechanism of automatic application of security patches.
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every Monday). These operation policies are
automatically distributed to the endpoint PCs.
The operations managers also specify the
security patches to be applied to endpoint PCs,
then the specified security patches are automati
cally downloaded.
2) Collection of IT asset information at endpoint
PCs
Based on the operation policies distributed
to endpoint PCs, information concerning IT
assets is collected at the endpoint PCs and sent
to the management server.
3) Extraction of security patches to be applied
The management server collates the
operation policies and information stored on the
management server concerning the software
installed on each endpoint PC. Then, the
management server extracts the necessary
security patches to be applied to each endpoint
PC and distributes them to the PCs based on the
extraction results.
4) Applying security patches to endpoint PCs
The distributed security patches are applied
to endpoint PCs, then the application status of
those PCs are updated at the next collection of IT
asset information.
5) Inspection of the security patch status
The operations managers can check from the
management console whether security patches
have been applied to the endpoint PCs. In this
way, the status of security patches for the entire
system can be inspected.
Therefore, endpoint PC users need not
perform any related operations. Moreover, the
mandatory application of security patches can be
managed under the guidance of the operations
managers.
The operations managers can also inspect
the update status of the virus definitions of
anti-virus software from the management console.
Additionally, the Fujitsu Support Center
regularly distributes information about security
patches. This information is a kind of security
patch list and includes the conditions for apply
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J., 43,2,(April 2007)

ing patches, information for downloading
patches from Microsoft’s public site to the man
agement server, and so on. Systemwalker Desktop
Patrol automatically interprets this information,
so the operations managers only need to specify
the necessary security patches from the manage
ment console. Then, the patches are automatically
applied to the endpoint PCs. This makes it easy
for operations managers to manage the system.
Figure 2 shows the management console for
specifying the security patches to be applied. The
window consists of three fields: the upper-left field
showing the names of software, the upper-right
field showing the list of security patches for the
software selected in the upper-left field, and the
lower field showing the status of the management
server and relay server. The operations manag
ers only need to check the boxes in the upper-left
and upper-right fields.
Although there are other products for
automatically applying security patches to
endpoint PCs, these products require the opera
tions managers to manually download security
patches to the management server and define the
application conditions.

4.2 Restrictions on user operations and
management of audit trails
Systemwalker Desktop Keeper provides

Figure 2
Management console for specifying security patches.
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Management console
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Management server
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Figure 3
Mechanism of user operation restrictions and management of audit trails.

functions to prevent files from being written to
external storage media and to encrypt files prior
to writing so that unencrypted files cannot be
taken offsite.
Systemwalker Desktop Keeper also collects
user operation logs at the endpoint PCs and sends
the logs to the management server for audit trails.
Figure 3 shows the mechanism of these
functions. The processing flow is as follows:
1) Definition of operation policies by the
operations managers
The operations managers define the operation
policies (e.g., restrictions on writing to external
storage media, authorized writing with mandatory
encryption, and restricted file printing). The
operation policies are automatically distributed
to the endpoint PCs.
2) Restrictions on user operations at endpoint
PCs
Restrictions are imposed on the endpoint PCs
according to the distributed operation policies. If
an endpoint PC user attempts to write a file to a
prohibited external storage media, the process is
182

prevented at the driver level or the file is forcibly
encrypted and then written to the media. If an
endpoint PC user attempts to print the file, the
process is prevented at the application level.
3) Collection of operation logs
When endpoint PC users execute certain
operations defined by operation policies, the
operation logs are collected and sent to the
management server.
4) Inspection of audit trails (operation logs)
On the management console, the operations
managers can check which files the users have
attempted to copy to an external storage
medium, which files have been encrypted and
taken offsite, and who has attempted to print files.
By analyzing this information, the operations
managers can make suggestions for improving the
security situation.

5. Conclusion
This paper introduced the Systemwalker
Desktop products suite for implementing privacy
protection measures in compliance with Japan’s
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J., 43,2,(April 2007)
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privacy protection laws. We presented practical
information about the mechanism of Systemwalker
Desktop Patrol for applying security patches and
the mechanism of Systemwalker Desktop
Keeper for restricting user operations and
managing audit trails.
In the next issue of FSTJ, we will introduce
the technologies of Systemwalker Desktop Rights
Master and Systemwalker Desktop Inspection.
In the future, we plan to extend the capabil
ities of this suite, for example, by adding internal
control functions.
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